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SOME FUNDAMENTALS IN BUILDING A HOME 
INTRODUCTION 
It is essential that a home be planned with a definite 
site in mind, for a house that is beautiful in one setting 
may be uninteresting or impractical on another site of dis­
similar shape and general character. Usually the first major 
expenditure to be made in building a home is for the purchase 
of a plot of land or building site. 
SITE 
Y/hen a prospective home builder considers where he wants 
to live, preference should be given to the community which 
is progressive, well-kept and reasonably restricted. One 
that is already settled and well established will usually be 
free from juture assessments for installation of sewer, water, 
gas and electric services or other improvements. The neighbor­
hood should have no activities which are foreign to its gen­
eral character and the homes themselves should be well built 
and substantial in appearance. 
A3 an investment, the property should continue to be 
worth its original cost, and as the neighborhood develops 
you may expect an increase in value. The neighbors should 
belong to the same general social order of living to which 
you are accustomed. Many of them may become intimate friends, 
and the companionship afforded your children is a factor to 
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be considered. Transportation, local shopping, educational 
and recreational facilities should be conveniently accessible. 
A small lot of irregular shape usually requires that the 
house plan be rambling and irregular. If a small, lower cost 
house is contemplated, the regularly shaped plot and square, 
compact house will be found more economical. The topographical 
character of the site, whether it  is level or sloping, high 
and dry or low and wet. It is costly to level and grade a 
sloping lot. Low, wet ground usually means additional expense 
for 7/aterproofing the foundations. 
The level or gradually sloping lot will be more suitable. 
Rugged or extremely sloped plots are more adaptable to irreg-
f .  
ular or informal planting. The existence of a few good 
healthy trees is desirable, as they add to the value of the 
property and enhance the beauty of a house setting-. 
The orientation of the plot, or its exposure to rhe sun 
and prevailing breezes determines not only the position of 
the house but, to a large extent, the room arrangement as 
well. 
If you wish to obtain privacy in your garden and use it 
as an outdoor living space, it should be located away from 
the street. The rear of the plot should have a southern or 
western exposure. If you desire to make a feature of a 
dooryard garden at the entrance to your house, the front of 
the plot should have the desirable exposure. 
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'  PLAN 
As the house grows smaller in size the possible varia­
tions in plan become fewer. The kitchen, living room and 
dining room are the units around which the plan is built. If 
the dining room is omitted or beoomes part of the living room 
the plan is simplified still further. Despite the large 
number of possible variations or schemes of arrangement, the 
number of basic types is surprisingly small. Variations in 
the basic types are produced by orientation of the house, the 
placing of the bedrooms and bath, the placing of the stairs, 
hall and the varying of relative sizes of the main rooms. 
A house must provide shelter and accomodation, but it 
must also be conveniently and logically arranged to meet the 
owner's manner of living. Planning a house is more than 
drawing lines on paper. It consists in "living" in the 
house in advance of its being built. 
The living room is the show place of the house. It 
should be impressive. Since it is a room for entertainment 
and relaxation, there should be space sufficient for furni­
ture grouped in a hospitable manner. Convenient access to 
other rooms should be provided but these must be arranged so 
that the principle use of the room is not destroyed. 
The dining space, whether it be a separate room or just 
a part of the living room, should be directly accessible from 
the kitchen. If there is a separate dining room, direct ac­
cess from the living room is usually desirable, so that it 
may be used in conjunction with the living room as entertain­
ment space when occasions require. 
The kitchen is the house-keeper's -workshop and i t  should 
be as compact and efficient as possible. If at all  possible 
cross ventilation should be arranged to provide a positive 
change of air during cooking and serving of food. 
The hall should provide access to all  bed rooms in the 
most direct manner possible. At least one bath room should 
be directly accessible from the hall.  Bed rooms should have 
cross ventilation whenever possible and the beds should be 
arranged in each room so that the remainder of the floor area 
will be useful as a dressing room or sitting room. Small 
areas in a bed room are useful only as passages. A generous 
amount of closet space should be provided throughout the 
house. 
It  is desirable that the living room have southern and 
western exposure. Southeastern is usually satisfactory for 
the dining room and as far as can be arranged, the main bed 
rooms should have southern and western exposure. 
FOUNDATIONS 
In most communities it  is customary for the carpenter to 
be present and assist the mason in laying out of the founda­
tion. Where buildings are large and important, this work is 
done by an engineer with a steel tape and a surveyor's in­
strument .  
If no instrument is available, the front line may be 
laid off at right angles by holding a framing square at their 
intersection. This angle should be verified by the 6 - & -10 
method. This consists in measuring from the intersection 
along one line a distance of 6 feet and sticking a pin in the 
line at that point; a pencil mark may be used when the cord 
is white. In a similar manner, measure off S feet along the 
other side and then measure the hypotenuse of the triangle 
so formed. It should measure 10 feet. If it does not, the 
front building line must be shifted until it does. With these 
two lines located, the remaining two lines may be located by 
measurement from them. Before this is attempted, the batter 
boards should be placed. They should be placed free of the 
foundation proposed by at least 3 or 4- feet. Test the square­
ness of the whole lay-out by measuring the diagonals. If they 
are not equal, shift the cords until the diagonals become 
equal. Once the lay-out is correct, saw kerfs should be made 
in the batter boards where the cords are placed. These kerfs 
will permit the cords being removed and replaced without 
further measuring. 
Excavations should be made enough larger than the propos­
ed foundation that the mason may have room to wield his trovel 
in pointing the outer joints, and for water-proofing. An extra 
foot of excavation upon each side will usually be required. 
All foundations must be carried well below the frost line. 
Excavations be made accordingly. 
Because of the tendency of a building to settle unevenly, 
due to var.i&tions in the strength of the supporting ground or 
the unequal weight placed upon this ground, foundation must 
be constructed of some non-yielding material such as brick or 
stone, and of such thickness and so bonded that the weight of 
the building may be evenly distributed. The thickness of 
wall will depend upon the weight to be supported and upon 
the character of the soil. 
Unless rock or gravel is encountered, every foundation 
should have a footing. The amount of footing used is usually 
twice the thickness of the foundation wall. In brick walls 
this footing draws into the wall by "stepped" courses of 
brick, each layer being narrower than the one just preceding. 
For ordinary residence work with ordinary soil conditions, 
a 10 or 12 inch wall resting upon a footing 2 feet wide ana 
S or 10 inches deep will suffice. 
A safe footing for supporting posts of 6" x S" yellow 
pine, for most soils, will be 10 inches deep by IS inches 
square. Partition walls carrying no unusual load need not 
be over 8 inches in thickness. 
In many communities the use of concrete is supplanting 
that of stone or brick, especially below the grade line. 
Such a wall should be composed of 5 parts of crushed stone 
or gravel, 3 parts sand, and 1 part cement. The footing may 
be formed by temping the mixture in a form made by spading 
out of the earth a depth and width sufficient for the wall 
to be supported. 
The materials commonly used in the construction of foun­
dations monolithic concrete is becoming the most common for 
part of the wall which l ies below the ground or grade level.  
Brick and stone are sometimes used. 
Where brick or stone is made use of, some device is re­
quired to "tie" the material together, due to the fact that 
the mortar used in filling the voids or spaces between the 
members has l i t t le strength as compared with that of the 
stone or brick itself.  This bonding is secured by placing 
the brick or stone so that they shall overlap one another, 
both along the faces of the wall and across the wall.  
Bricks laid with their lengths in the same direction 
as that of the wall are known as stretchers; those laid 
with their lengths across the wall are known as headers. 
The manner of placing these headers among the stretchers 
determines the type of bond. The American, English and 
Flemish are the more common type. The American is the 
most used upon ordinary work. It consists of a course of head­
ers placed every sixth course. The English bond is much strong­
er, having every other course a header course. It is used 
mainly upon very important work where unusual strength is re­
quired. Flemish bond is a combination of the two. 
Of the various types of stone work, rubble work and ashlar 
predominate. Rubble work is most frequently used for that 
part of the wall below the grade line, and ashlar for the re­
mainder of the wall. In either case, the through stones are 
placed every 4- or 5 feet in the length of the wall and every 
IS inches in the height, to provide bonds. 
In rubble work the stones are rough and unhewn. They 
must be laid upon a good bed of stiff mortar with their strat­
ifications in a horizontal position. Otherwise, the face of 
the wall might "peel" from the effects of frost and moisture, 
making an unsightly as well as a weaker wall. The term 
"ashlar" refers to a wall buildsd of stones having a finish­
ed face. When either rubble work or ashlar is laid up in 
course it is known as coursed rubble or coursed ashlar. When 
the horizontal joints are not continuous the wall is known 
as random rubble or broken ashlar. 
Hot infrequently a wall will be constructed with an ash­
lar facing attached to a brick backing by means of metal 
bonds. In such a wall the faced ashlar, unless more than 
S inches in thickness and well bonded into the wall, should 
not be considered in estimating the strength of the wall. 
In the construction of both brick and stone walls thd 
work should be carried up as nearly as possible at the same 
levels. In both brick and stone walls the corners are run 
up with stepped courses, the corners being plumbed as the 
wall is carried upward. A line is then stretched between the 
corners and, layer by layer, the rest of the wall fill in. 
No corner should, ordinarily, be carried more than 3 feet 
above the rest of the wall. In the case of uncoursed stone 
work the wall is leveled every 15 or IS inches in its height. 
FRAME 
In the early days when lumber was plentiful houses were 
framed in what is known as "full frames." Such frames con­
sisted of heavy and solid timbers mortised and tenoned and 
pinned together. With the growing scarcity of lumber the 
"half frame" became common. This latter type makes less use 
of heavy timbers and wooden pins, and more use of planks and 
nails. Today the vast majority of buildings, where wood is 
the material used, are constructed by what is known as "bal­
loon framing" in houses. 
Whatever type of sill used, care must be taken to so 
plan that mice may not have free access to the various parts 
of the building. 
The wall plate of the box sill should be selected from 
stock with straight edges. In the framing of joists, plan 
so that the crowning edges shall be up when in position, and 
in placing the joists see that the most crowning are in the 
middle of a room. 
For a built up girder use, three 2" x 10"'s with a c" x V' 
attached to each side the whole thoroughly spiked together. 
The advantage of this type of girder lies mainly in the fact 
that it leaves the headroom of a basement clear. One 2" x 10' 
is a second type of girder. It is somewhat easier to frame, 
and is therefore greatly U3ed where the owner does not object. 
Floor joists and studs should be spaced lb inches from 
center to center, beginning at one side or end of a room. 
To add to the carrying power of floor joists, bridging 
is cut in between them. For ordinary dwellings 1" x 3" stock 
will serve. On larger work, stock two inches thick should be 
made U3e of. Bridging should be spaced not more than & feet 
apart. A miter-box, set at the appropriate angle, may be used 
in cutting bridging, all the pieces being cut at .one time with 
the exception of those for the odd spacings at the side or end 
of a room. A more common practice is to take a piece of stock, 
and after cutting a bevel on one end, place it with the oevel-
ed end above the lower edge of the joist against which it 
rests, a distance slightly in excess of the thickness of the 
stock, then saw vertically and along the joist. 
Before placing bridging, the joist must be spaced and 
properly fastened in place. This is done by placing a piece 
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of stock 1" x 6" or 2" x 4-" on the joists.  With a try-square, 
mark the locations of the joists.  This board may then be trans­
ferred to the center of the room and the joists there spaced 
according to the marks, and held in place by being "tacked." 
A second method consists in placing the spacing board in the 
center of the room and having a second person sight the joists 
for straightness while the first party places them as directed 
and tack them. This tacking consists in driving the nails only 
partially in, leaving the heads project enough that they may 
later be withdrawn with a claw hammer. Another :  ethod is to 
lay off the "3tay" by measurement with the framing square so 
that i t  corresponds with the ©pacings cf the joists at the side 
wall.  Bridging should be nailed with two nails at each end of 
the piece. 
In the making of stair ana chimney openings i t  becomes 
necessary to support the ends of joists other than in the usual 
manner. This is done by cutting in headers. Where the spand 
is not great,  such as at an ordinary chimney in residence work, 
in which but one or two tail  beams are to be carried, headers 
are not doubled and' are merely spiked in place. Where many 
joists are to be carried, headers or trimmers, or carrying 
joists must be doubled. Iron stirrups or hangers should be 
used instead of spikes in joining headers to carrying joists 
where spikes would weaken the carrying joist and would not 
giv e sufficient strength to the joint.  Except upon spans, 
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tail beams are usually fastened to the header by spiking only. 
On long spans they should be framed to the header as joists 
are framed to a girder, a 2" x 4-" being spiked firmly to the 
header as a support. 
In determining the amount of space to allow for head 
room in framing about a well hole for a stair, determine the 
run and rise of the stair from the plan and elevation, and 
then plan to allow at least 6 feet 6 inches, measured from 
the proposed nosing line of the treads up to the proposed lo­
cation of the trimmer, or carrying joist, or header, as the 
case may be, at the ceiling level. 
The term "header" is also used to designate the studding, 
or joist in the case of double doors placed horizontally over 
window and door openings. Studding cut in below openings 
forms the stool, also known as header. A small single window 
may require but one thickness of 2" x 4-". A medium sized 
opening will have a header of two pieces of 2" x 4-". Where 
the opening is rather larger, as in the case of double door 
openings, two joists should be set on edge over the opening 
as header. 
Corner posts are constructed first and placed. Corner 
posts are plumbed and stayed in two directions, after being 
raised. Either 2" x 4-" or 1" x 6" stock should be used for 
stays. With the corner posts set, the ribband boards are 
placed. Where the span is too long for any available length 
of ribband, boards provision must be made for their "breaking" 
ioints upon studs. These studs should be raised immediately 
after the corner posts, the ribband board attached to corner 
post and stud, after which the stud will be plumbed and stayed. 
Studs are framed before being raised so that ribband boards may 
be "let into" them. 
With the completion of the raising of the two outside 
walls which are to bear the joist ends, the middle partition, 
paralleling these walls should be framed and raised. Instead 
of raising one stud at a time the whole partition is ^ramed 
and nailed together upon the floor. If joists rest upon par­
tition plates and not directly above studs, a douole plate , 
must be made use of. 
False or rough floors are laid in the various stories 
where not already placed, bridging being placed and openings 
for stairs and chimneys framed. Such floors are laid either 
diagonally or straight across the joists.  The diagonal floor 
is considered better,  
Windows are specified by the width and height of their 
glass and the number of divisions or l ights, width always 
being specified first.  The distribution of excess measure­
ment due to the meeting rail ,  top and bottom rails,  side rails 
or stiles. Rail and stiles widths and sash thickness will 
vary from those given when any great increase in size of the 
window is made. Add 11 inches to the glass measurement to 
get vertical height between stool and header. Window sashes 
with muntins require an addition of tr inch for each muntin. 
The thicknesses of header and stool must be considered in 
addition to the measurement just mentioned when studs are 
sawed. For width add 10 inches to the glass measurement to 
get distance between studs, where a 4- inch, or 4-|  inch casing 
is used with this type of window frame. 
For height of door, 7 feet; allow 3/4- inch for rough floor 
and finished floor; 5/S to 3/4- inches for threshold; 2 to 3 
inches for head jamb and space for lugs of side jambs; total 
from joists,  may be 7 feet 5 inches. 
For width of door, 3 feet; width of casings, at 4-g- inches 
each, 9 inches; total space of studs center to center, 3 feet 
9 inches. Distance between, studs will be 3 ,7"« This will 
leave enough space to put the doubling studs on each side be­
tween header and floor. 
ROOF 
In roof framing, the "run" of a rafter when in place is 
horizontal distance measured from the extreme end of the seat 
to a point directly below the ridge end of the rafter.  The 
"rise" is the vertical distance from the ridge end of the 
rafter to the level of the seat.  The "pitch" of a roof or 
rafter is the ratio of the rise of the rafter to the span or 
whole width of the building. 
The terms rise, run, and rafter length have still  another 
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set of meanings — they may be used to designate "unit" lengths. 
In all such cases 12" of nan of the common rafter is assumed as 
the base, and the other unit lengths or constants are computed 
from this constant. 
The method of framing of the common rafter is the same for 
ill buildings, whether the buildings have four sides or more or 
less. Place the framing square on the material, taking 12" on 
the tongue as the run, and upon the blade the rise in inches 
_;er foot of run. Keep these numbers against the crowning, or 
..hat is to become the top edge of the rafter, and scribe along 
:he blade. This gives the plumb cut. 
The length of a common rafter is the hypotenuse of a right 
triangle whose legs are the rise and the run of the roof. The 
length of a common rafter when the rise and run are known is 
2 2 2 merely that of solving the equation C = A x B ,  
Roofs may be framed with or without a ridge piece. The 
use of a ridge piece makes the assembly or raising of a roof 
easier. Upon an ordinary dwelling a ridge piece is usually a 
1" x 6" board. Upon a gabled roof the length of ridge piece 
•.till be the same as that of the plate which it is to parallel, 
an a will be laid off by placing the ridge board alongside the 
plate after the rafter positions have been marked upon the 
plate. 
On a hip roof, the length of a ridge piece will be equal 
zo the length of the parallel plate diminished by the length 
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of the plate at right angles to this, Enough extra stock must 
be left on the ridge when framing it to allow full contact of 
hip cheeks. This additional measurement at each end of the 
ridge will be equal to ^ the diagonal thickness of the hip plus 
£ the thickness of the ridge, making a total addition equal to 
the diagonal thickness of the ridge. 
In reckoning the length of a common rafter which is to 
rest against a ridge, the total length must be reduced by an 
amount equal to one-half the thickness of the ridge measured 
at right angles to the plumb cut. 
The line of measurement for the length of a hip and val­
ley rafter is along the middle of the back or top edge, as on 
common and jack rafters. The manner of determining the number 
to use on the tongue of the square as a constant for the run, 
in terms of the 12" constant run of the common rafter, when 
the rise of the hip or valley rafter per foot of common run 
is taken on the blade. A hip or valley rafter of a square 
cornered building is in either case the diagonal of a square 
prism which has for its base dimensions the tangent run of 
the rocf, ana for its height the rise of the roof. On a 
square cornered building the run and tangent are always equal. 
The length of the diagonal of the base of such a prism, 
which is the run of the hip or valley rafter, is found by the 
formula Cc  = Ac  x , In framing a hip or valley rafter of 
a square cornered building, 17" should be taken upon the 
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tongue, the rise of the roof per foot of run of hip or valley 
rafter should be taken on the blade. 
EXTERIOR COVERING 
After the frame work of a building is erected and the 
openings made in the frame for windows and doers, the sheath-
ing is placed. It may be placed either horizontally across 
the studs or diagonally. The diagonal is somewhat stronger 
out more expensive. The horizontal is satisfactory upon or­
dinary frame dwellings, especially where the building is 
traced at the corners by studs cut in diagonally, or by sheath­
ing placed diagonally at the corners. 
The amount of shingles to be exposed to the weather are 
determined in general upon the pitch of the roof. In no case 
should the shingles exposure exceed 5 inches. The shingles 
most used are lb inches long, and each shingle should lap two 
courses oeneath it. The usual amount of lay is from 4-" to 
4 3/4-'1, by quarters. When nearing the ridge or comb of a 
roo_L in shingling, the dimensions used on the main body of 
the roof should increase or decrease so as to make the final 
layer show under the comb, ridge, or saddle board properly. 
Tne first layer of shingles should be double layer with 
joints properly broken, and with the butts projecting over 
the crown moulding about l£ to 2 inches. Lay the shingles 
at the gables first, then at intervals of about ten feet. 
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Stretch a chalk line between these fastening it to the butts 
by shingles nails driven into the butts. The remaining courses 
;say be laid by means of a straight-edge or by means of a chalk 
line. 
Cut nails should be used in preference to wire nails be­
cause of their greater rust-resisting quality. Dry shingles 
should not be laid tight together, 1/0 inch between is usual 
with dry shingles. It is best to split shingles over 10 inches 
wide before laying them. Each shingle should have at least two 
nails, the average is two nails for every four to six inches 
of shingle. 
INTERIOR FINISH 
All door studding are to be doubled for strength, also 
window openings of unusual size. 
Joists should be doubled to support partitions and should 
be spreaded sufficiently to allow pipes to enter, and still 
provide for partition studs. 
In setting studs for interior door jambs where studs are 
to be doubled on the inside, add to the width of door enough 
to make the outer edges of the casings center on studs, and 
double inside these, as in figuring openings between studs 
for outside dcor jambs, make allowances for the extra thick­
ness of stud on each side. For height of opening, where no 
threshold is to be used, add 2.\ inches to the height of the 
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door. Enough must he cut from vertical studs to allow for thick­
ness of header, 
A good average stair for a cottage will have a rise per 
step of 7 inches and a run of tread of 10 inches. Variations 
v/in hav; to he made in both rise and treao. to meet conditions. 
Steps should not be either too steep, due to excessive rise per 
foot, or "slow", due to extreme width of step. An old rule for 
determining the relation of rise to tread is: "Twice the rise 
plus the tread should equal 2 ]4 inches." 
On porch steps and open stringers, the treads should ever 
hang at their ends an amount equal to that given the front. 
The cove, if one be used, 3hould be carried around and "re­
turned" under the end of the tread. 
On enclosed or serai-enclosed stringers, a combination of 
stringer and wall board is commonly used. The side stringers 
are framed of 1 inch stock and then nailed to the wall board 
of similar thickness. Such construction is not suited for 
first floor stair work where the effects of shrinkage would 
show to great disadvantage. 
It is customary for all door and window heads to be con­
structed at one time, Door casings are not placed flush with 
the face of the iamb. They should be kept back about 
cf an inch. This allows the easy placing of hinges and also 
for appearance. 
Window stool stock is prepared at a mill and needs only 
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to be cut to length and have the ends "returned" to match the 
face edge. Lower the sash, then fit the stool to this allow­
ing enough "play" that subsequent paint or. varnish may not 
cause the stool to bind the lower rail of the sash. 
In fitting large doors, such as in dwellings, allowance 
must be made for subsequent coats of varnish or paint, usual­
ly 1/16" is allowed at top and each side of a door. The 
bottom of a door is after not touched, except to saw away the 
ends of the stiles. The door is hinged, then closed and the 
bottom scribed to the floor so as to allow the door to swing 
over rugs and carpets freely. Yfhere a threshold is to be 
used, the door is scribed to fit the thickness of the thres­
hold. For play 1/S" should be allowed at the bottom of the 
dcor. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
* * * * * * * * * * *  
* * * * *  
* * * 
* 
C_0_N_C_L_U_S_I_0_N 
J * * * * * * * * * * ; ; : * * * * * *  
The purpose of this "Department Paper" is to point out 
some of the essential things in planning and building a 
home. 
The improvement of the human race lies in the improve­
ment of the living conditions of the home. There are prob­
ably millions of people in the United States who l ive in 
homes without adequate light, living space, ventilation, or 
sanitary conditions. By building better homes, i t  will im­
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